Privy Council Cooper vs Stuart
embedded in Australian law
create conditions for white
racial supremacy in Aus

all the way
to 1970

aboriginal
protection Act

terra nulius became legal principle

implications far beyond
historical interest

use of law for establishing legal
norms for indigenous people
internally marked by the discourses of minorities

1889
fear of losing white
racial supremacy

stolen genration

led to removal of
aboriginal children
from parents

nation split within itslef

heterogenous histories of contending peoples
tense locatons of cultural difference

Bhaba

aboriginal groups
were wards of state

lever for resistance
diplacemrnt can achieve a lot

vote

aborigines allowed to

terra nulius challenged in law for the first time

1974

Tasmanian compensation

brought idea of Indian reservation / communities

importance of the representation of
indigenous communities
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1992

land being colonised was empty

1982

background
1985

indigenous
rights
recent
timeline

1851

non-existent

challenge world map

case
studies

largest

US congress passed
Indian Appropriation Act

backward

only really understand it at a global level

2006

259 reservations in the US
Navajo reservation

export of the european state

fostering of new society and culture
where there was one before

savage

despite the legal precedents, contestation and disagreements persist

14 million acres

terra
nulius

Mabo v The State
of Queensland

led to Nature
Titles Acts

redress wrongs commited by stolen generation

1967

2 contentions

Mabo laid claim to the Marshall Islands
used across Aus by native groups to lay claim to
ownership & possession of certain parts of territory

reaction against colonisation

Australia

be in the census

growing recognition of indigenous people in Aus

hegemonic narrative of nation

absence of an
international property law

legal disputes based within the state

UN working group on indigenous populations
UN WGIP meeting attracts 200
representatives from indigenous groups

according to UN
1993

year of the worlds indigenous peoples

Conneticut
800 surviving tribe members
bolster eco prospects

largest casino in the world

Pequot
1995-2004

cultural preservation through eco power
South Dakota
shortest life expectancy in US

impoverished popn

different
approaches to
cultural
preservation

sacred site
slaughter of 150 indigenous leaders
200 indigenous activists began
occupation of the village

laying claim to being
a state within the US

resisted temptation

1890

1973

site of legendary
massacre at
wounded knee

declaration of the Independent
Ogala Nation with the demarcated
borders of the protest
cultural strength
instead of eco strength

cultural preservation through
reproduction of tradition
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Lakota
Sioux

American Indian
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active global
movement

decade of the worlds
indigenous peoples

bring together efforts
on indigenous rights

effort elevated within context of UN

